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Abstract 

In order to consider the problem of the relationship between central banks and governments, it is 

necessary to go back to first principles and consider what society needs from central banks. The 

role of the central bank is explored as being to provide a stable financial environment as a basis 

for real economic activity. This involves the provision of a safe money asset; an appropriate level 

and composition of lending to the corporate sector to finance capital investment; and lending to 

government as required, subject to maintaining the value of the currency. The evolution of this 

traditional role in relation to banks and government is analysed in terms of collateral, 

emphasising their interdependencies. The argument developed here is that the problem of 

insufficient collateral for the financial system is a product of weak economic conditions and 

financial instability which has eroded confidence in the valuation of assets, and that this has been 

compounded by central bank independence. As a result, it is argued that central banks should not 

be independent of government, but rather that the traditional constructive mutual relationships 

between central banks and government (and retail banks) be restored.    
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CENTRAL BANKS AND GOVERNMENTS: WHAT 

ARE CENTRAL BANKS FOR? 

Sheila C Dow 

 

Introduction 

The specification of central banking functions and the institutional arrangements within which 

these functions are performed are open for discussion. The need for changes in central bank 

goals and operations in the face of the financial crisis has opened up issues which, during the 

‘great moderation’ period, had been regarded as long settled. 

 

One of these issues concerns the goals of central banks. While inflation targeting had been 

applied for some time by many central banks, the new economic environment seems to many to 

warrant an alternative; candidates for an alternative include nominal GDP targeting, 

unemployment targeting and promoting financial stability. But here we consider the merits of a 

range of goals pursued simultaneously, with potential conflicts addressed by means of 

judgement. Further, while we will emphasise the importance of the role of central banks, it will 

be recognised that they cannot exercise direct control, either of macroeconomic aggregates or of 

the financial sector. In attempting to achieve their goal(s), central banks have always had to tailor 

their policy instruments to the changing character and strength of financial markets. The 

liberalisation, reregulation and globalisation of finance since the 1970s, and then the financial 

crisis, dramatically altered both the scale and sophistication of financial markets and the 

relationship between central banks and financial institutions. But, while such developments 

challenge the effectiveness of traditional instruments of monetary policy, care must be taken not 
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to exaggerate the power previously exercised by central banks. Even before the 1970s central 

banks could only influence the level of credit and money in the economy, not control it. 

 

A further issue concerns the institutional arrangements within which central banks pursue their 

goals and in particular the case for central bank independence. The return of central banks to 

major open market operations in sovereign debt has eroded previous efforts to separate monetary 

policy and fiscal policy. At the same time, central bank activities have had their own direct 

political consequences, including substantial redistribution of income. There are good reasons 

therefore to revisit the presumption that central bank independence is beneficial. We will explore 

this issue in the light of recent experience. But rather than limiting our discussion to the 

interdependence between fiscal policy and monetary policy, we extend the discussion to an issue 

which lay at the heart of the banking crisis: the role of the state in providing for society’s need 

for money and credit, which brings us back to the goals for central banks. What are central banks 

for?  

 

We will see that how we discuss the role of central banks and the appropriate design of 

institutional arrangements depends crucially on the theoretical framework employed. The general 

equilibrium approach which has dominated the economic literature on monetary policy and 

institutional design is ahistorical, founded on assumptions of well-informed, atomistic, narrowly 

rational behavior within a stable equilibrium system; the Classical Dichotomy, which separates 

the real from the financial, has been a critical feature of this approach for analysis of central 

banking. Attention will be drawn here, rather, to the significance of social conventions, both in 

terms of expectations about the behaviour of institutions, but also in terms of markets valuing 
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assets under uncertainty. This alternative approach embeds interdependencies between real and 

financial variables, between fiscal policy and monetary policy. The first approach treats the 

complications of policy practice as separable from, but nevertheless directed by, theory 

(Colander 2002), while we will consider them as a necessary element in theory which is to be 

useful for policy and institutional design (see further Dow 2012a). 

 

We will consider these pressing current issues for the future of central banking by taking a 

historical approach, revisiting the rationale for central banking and its relations with the state on 

the one hand and banks and society more generally on the other. In the process we will consider 

the role of collateral and in particular the possibility of sovereign debt no longer being regarded 

as a safe asset. This is part of the more general problem of an insufficiency of good collateral, 

given the fiscal problems of governments and the massive size of the financial superstructure. 

Put another way, there is not enough reason for confidence in the value of assets.  

 

A major factor in the build-up to the crisis was an over-confidence in the value of assets which 

was unwarranted given the weak knowledge base on which such valuations rested. But the fall in 

capital values during the crisis meant that there was good reason to be concerned about the 

exposure of retail banking to risk and the requirement for government involvement in bailouts; 

reasonable doubts about value thus spread to some sovereign debt. We will thus consider the role 

of central banks in relation to government in terms of collateral. In the process we consider 

collateral broadly, as an asset which may be intangible and where claims on it may not be legally 

enforceable (such as the source of value of bank deposits). We thus focus on collateral as the 

basis for confidence in the financial system. 
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Banking History and the Role of Collateral 

It is important to understand the history of banking and central banking, not only in order to 

understand how we arrived at the current situation but also because past experience has been a 

crucial factor in determining social conventions, in particular the degree of trust and confidence 

(in collateral, broadly defined) which lie at the heart of a successful system (see further Chick 

and Dow2013). 

 

In many countries, retail banking and then central banking arose from the sovereign’s need to 

borrow, but in others they emerged (where there was a sufficient basis of trust) in response to 

society’s need both for an alternative to specie and for credit. Banks were able to supply the need 

for banknotes, and then chequing deposits, through the provision of credit. Money thus arose 

from the social relation between borrower and lender, which included crucially an assessment of 

default risk (whether or not protected by collateral2). As confidence in lenders increased, this 

new money in the form of notes, and then chequing deposits, was inside money because there 

was a matching liability on the part of the bank. There was confidence in lenders’ liabilities, 

based on the nature of bank assets: specie, secured and unsecured loans, and corporate and 

government debt. But these assets were limited as collateral because they were not all liquid; 

fractional reserve banking meant that not all demands to liquidate deposits could be met. The 

system nevertheless worked as long as there was further collateral in the form of confidence in 

bank money as a social relation (based on confidence in the banks’ capacity to manage risk and 

                                                 
2 It was the securing of debt by collateral which Heinsohn and Steiger (2006) identify as the sign of monetisation of 

the economy; the collateral was both productive in itself and also generated new credit.  
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thus to convert deposits to cash on demand), such that the redeposit ratio was high. This kind of 

confidence is not calculable, as in mainstream theory, but is a social convention, based on 

experience.3 In time the obligation to redeem deposits with specie lapsed. 

 

Chick (1986) explains how central banking evolved to support the emergence of a banking 

system. The banking system as a whole could face a crisis if there was a shortage of liquidity in 

aggregate such that, even with an interbank market, the banks would be unable to meet their 

liabilities. Because of the risk of contagion in expectations, runs could occur on some banks 

because of problems identified with other banks. Confidence in banks to honour their liabilities 

in cash meant that bank liabilities are not generally called in but rather continue in circulation. 

But the valuation of bank assets rests ultimately on judgement, since there are no demonstrably 

true measures of default risk. So revisions of judgements with respect to some banks’ assets 

might reasonably alter judgements about other banks’ assets. Further the valuation of bank assets 

which reassured depositors was more generally endogenous to the system: if loans were called in 

and collateral acquired on an economy-wide scale, asset values would fall, increasing default risk 

and reducing protection against it. A liquidity problem can turn into a solvency problem. 

 

To protect themselves from more minor calls on their assets, the banks held some assets regarded 

as comparatively or perfectly safe from collapse in capital value: short-term government debt 

and deposits with the central bank. The latter, together with central bank notes, were regarded as 

outside money. The central bank had a matching liability, but this was disregarded because, if 

                                                 
3 It was a notable feature of the banking crisis beginning in 2007 that there was very limited public knowledge of the 

system of deposit insurance; the safety of bank deposits was taken for granted. Only when the risk of default became 

real did the safety of bank deposits become a matter of any calculation. 
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there was risk of default, the central bank could call on the resources of government. The 

relationship was mutual. Where central banks managed government debt and the government’s 

bank account, governments could avoid default by borrowing from the central bank. The central 

bank was thus the lender of last, if not first, resort for the government. But, following recent 

experience of central bank independence and the withdrawal of the facility, the fiscal position of 

governments has become a substantial concern for the viability of commercial banks. Until now 

the lender-of-last-resort facility was generally the subject for debate only as a matter between 

central banks and commercial banks; now it is also an issue for governments.  

 

The role of collateral in sharing risk up until recent decades was relatively well defined, though it 

was still subject to variations in the value of collateral. It was a major element in bank loan 

contracts whereby the specialised knowledge of the borrower on the part of the lender led to a 

mutually satisfactory agreement as to how the borrower would compensate the lender in the 

event of default. Otherwise collateral in the form of state support for banking and for the 

economy more generally was imperfectly specified, but nevertheless inspired the convention of 

confidence. The success of the banking system, supported by the central bank, thus provided a 

good foundation for the massive growth of non-bank financial intermediaries and securities 

markets, based on confidence in the value of sovereign debt, the practices of the central bank and 

the real assets of the economy.  

 

But now the role of collateral in bank lending contracts is more diffuse and also more complex in 

the relations between the state and the private sector. Debt valuation came to rely less on the 

types of client relationship previously at the core of bank lending and more on pricing based on 
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quantified risk models; transactions costs fell accordingly, encouraging a much wider 

participation in lending. The securitisation encouraged by the introduction of capital adequacy 

requirements in the 1980s distributed the risk away from the originator of loans. Collateralised 

debt obligations and credit default swaps further redistributed risk, such that the knowledge of 

the original borrower and collateral became ever more diffuse. Further, the globalisation of 

finance meant that the collateral ultimately backing assets could be located in a wide range of 

countries of which borrowers might have limited knowledge, rendering the ultimate borrower 

even more anonymous. This diffusion was compounded by the sheer scale of the financial 

superstructure relative to the collateral base represented by the real economy and the support of 

the state. 

 

In retrospect, markets realised the weak knowledge base on which these assets had been acquired 

and bets placed; the connection between structured product valuation and the value prospects of 

the underlying assets was very tenuous such that the valuation relied more on an amorphous (and 

as it turned out unwarranted) confidence in financial sector pricing.4 When that confidence was 

punctured, the value of collateral fell dramatically across the board. Contrary to the conventional 

view based on the Efficient Markets Hypothesis and the Capital Asset Pricing Model, that any 

deviation of prices from their ‘true’ value would be reversed by market processes, defaults and 

the freezing of markets in particular assets ensued; these were discontinuities which further 

eroded confidence. The social conventions which had been built up to support the financial 

system thus broke down, resulting in a financial crisis. This challenge to confidence in market 

forces refocused attention on central banks for a solution to the crisis. Central banks were thus 

                                                 
4 In retrospect, blame was placed on credit rating agencies as having been incentivised to misrepresent risk. 
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forced to address the policy goal of financial stability rather than inflation control and to design 

new instruments fit for this purpose. 

 

Central Banks and Financial Stability 

While maintaining financial stability had continued to be one of the formal roles of most central 

banks during the ‘great moderation’ period, in practice it had taken a back seat to the primary 

role of inflation targeting, a development dubbed historically ‘idiosyncratic’ (Epstein 2013) or an 

‘aberration’ (Cobham 2012).5 Indeed the content of, and emphasis on, a range of different 

functions of central banks has varied over the decades (Goodhart 2011, Buiter 2012, Cobham 

2012). These functions have included the provision of a safe money asset; regulation, monitoring 

and supervision of the banking system; exchange rate management; debt management; and 

lending to government as required, subject to maintaining the value of the currency.6 These 

functions can be summarised as promoting financial stability as the basis for private sector 

decision-making. But in addition, as Epstein (2013) points out, central banks in developed and 

developing countries have also played an active part in supporting and indeed promoting 

economic development, in particular by encouraging commercial bank lending to finance 

investment in particular sectors and regions. Measures have included credit controls, capital 

controls, exchange rate management and financing the state. 

 

                                                 
5 Even where central banks had additional formal goals, along with inflation targeting (with respect to financial 

stability and economic stability for example), the potential conflicts between these goals tended to be resolved in 

recent decades (up to the crisis) by giving primacy to the inflation target. 

6 Goodhart (2011) includes in the latter function constraining the financing of the state in normal times. 
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Central banks have thus historically played an important part in promoting economic goals 

alongside financial stability.7 Following the narrowing of central bank functions in recent 

decades around the inflation targeting function, central banks have now reverted to a much wider 

range of functions in order to address the current crisis; while the form of the instruments may 

differ, the principles arguably are close to what was normal in many countries before the ‘great 

moderation’. 

 

The focus on inflation targeting had meant inattention in particular to the role of banks and how 

their practices may impact on the financial system and on the real economy. Deregulation had 

meant that, while retail banks had traditionally held loan contracts along with (primarily 

sovereign) debt, now they had securitised loans and also extended their asset base to include 

structured products which had a weak backing of collateral. Bank regulation had become focused 

almost exclusively on capital adequacy ratios, based on an assumption that the risk profile of 

bank assets was measurable and that the assets counted as capital were of sound value. But 

violent swings in asset prices, and thus valuation of collateral, challenged these assumptions and 

damaged confidence in the operations of the financial sector. If the role of the central bank as 

promoting financial stability founded on the provision of a safe money asset is to be taken 

seriously, then the first task is to ensure a sound retail banking system which inspires confidence 

in their liabilities.  

 

                                                 
7 The degree of central bank interventionism has waxed and waned over time. There has tended to be a pattern of a 

less interventionist stance before a crisis, followed by arguments for a more interventionist stance to resolve the 

crisis; Epstein points out that current debates on the role of the central bank mirror those in the 1930s, when events 

similarly required interventionist central banking. 
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Because many have identified the root of the banking crisis in the development of universal 

banking following deregulation dating from the 1970s, there is much support for some kind of 

ring-fencing of traditional retail banking operations from other financial activities. According to 

the Report by the UK’s Independent Commission on Banking (2011: the ‘Vickers Report’), for 

example, only retail banks would have the liquidity support of the central bank, but with the quid 

pro quo of strict regulation e.g. of levels of liquidity and capital. Retail banks could thus 

continue to reap the benefits of fractional reserve banking, which gives them the capacity to 

engage in medium- and long-term debt contracts in advance of deposits, thus financing increased 

capital expenditure. But this privilege comes at a cost, associated with regulatory restrictions on 

portfolios and the cost of higher liquidity holdings and capital than in recent decades. It was 

because of the costs of retail bank regulation and the increasing competition from non-bank 

financial intermediaries that banks pressured governments to deregulate them. Indeed the build-

up to the crisis was a symptom of a shift in power from central banks to commercial banks.  

 

For some commentators a reversal of that shift to the status quo ante is not enough. Other 

proposals have thus been aired which would put the provision of money more or less completely 

into the hands of the central bank, effectively putting an end to fractional reserve banking 

altogether (see for example Kotlikof 2010; Jackson, Dyson and Hodgson 2013). If the cause of 

the crisis is identified as being too much credit, the solution is seen to be the removal of the 

capacity of retail banks to create credit. Yet it is credit to finance speculation, causing asset 

bubbles, which has been seen as the problem rather than credit to finance productive activity. 

Full nationalisation of banking could ensure direction of credit to productive purposes only (an 

opportunity missed currently in the UK, where two major retail banks have substantial public 
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ownership). Nevertheless credit would still be provided outside retail banking, even if not 

created in advance of deposits. Indeed even outside the net of liquidity support from the central 

bank, what can be classified as ‘shadow banking’8 has already increasingly provided substantial 

proportions of total credit and narrow banking proposals would if anything encourage even more 

recourse to shadow banking. 

 

The role of the central bank can be seen partly in terms of redistributing risk. Much of the 

discussion of bank reform with respect to the ‘too-big-to-fail’ problem has been focused on 

reducing the risk exposure of the public sector. Beyond that, the proposals to segment retail from 

investment banking, with the lender-of-last-resort facility available only to the former, aim to 

minimise its risk, even at the expense of increasing it in the latter. In effect according to this view 

central banks should aim to protect retail depositors by providing collateral in the form of access 

to liquidity in the repo market. At the same time central banks should aim to provide retail banks 

with sufficient protection to encourage them to lend to business. But the danger is that the 

interconnectedness of financial markets would spread instability from non-retail banking to retail 

banking, threatening the provision of a safe money asset and the capacity to lend to business. 

There is the danger of a fallacy of composition such that, at one end of the spectrum, there could 

be a systemic collapse of asset values across the board, while at the other end there could be a 

run on retail banks for which fractional reserves provide inadequate protection. While separating 

off retail banking has been presented (e.g. by King 2009) as a mechanism for making banks 

small enough to fail, to contemplate retail bank failure would subvert the goal for central banks 

                                                 
8 There is a range of opinion as to how exactly to define shadow banking, e.g. whether it includes investment 

banking. 
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of providing a safe money asset (without the need for calculative assessment by the general 

population). The goal rather should be to have banks too well regulated and supervised to fail.  

 

Nevertheless separating off retail banking (either in the private sector or moving it into the public 

sector) would not be a solution to the possibility of systemic collapse in asset markets. The 

success of retail banking in the past provided a secure foundation on which all the rest of the 

financial superstructure grew, and grew exponentially. As Chick (1986) explains, it was the 

success of mutual support between central banks and retail banks which encouraged the growth 

of non-bank financial intermediaries; but then retail banks lobbied, successfully, for deregulation 

to allow them to compete. Investment banking was then increasingly conducted alongside retail 

banking within ‘universal’ banks and subject to its own regulation. But shadow banking added a 

further, largely unregulated, layer to this inverted pyramid, stoking the boom in asset markets 

and paving the way for the crisis. The success of retail banking, when combined with 

deregulation, thus carried the seeds of its own destruction. As Minsky (1986) had argued, 

stability breeds instability. The danger continues to lie particularly in the capacity of shadow 

banking to take up the slack left by the ring-fenced retail banks but without the liquidity support 

of the central bank. Successfully ring-fenced retail banking would ensure that a safe money asset 

was provided, but it would still leave the wider scope for financial instability. Therefore, while 

ring-fencing would be a step in the right direction, it would not on its own be enough to prevent a 

further crisis. 

 

It is insufficient therefore to aim to redistribute risk, but in addition the aim for central banks 

should be to reduce risk in aggregate. Macroprudential policies aim to reduce aggregate risk by 
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stabilising bank portfolios directly, e.g. by countercyclical capital adequacy requirements or by 

limiting leverage ratios. Such policies carry their own risks; as Minsky had explained in 

Schumpeterian terms, regulatory constraints are a spur to innovation. Haldane (2012) 

accordingly argues for macroprudential regulation to be as simple as possible (e.g. limits on the 

size of institutions) because of the danger of unintended consequences, what he calls the ‘risk of 

backdoor complexity’. Even ring-fencing retail banking might be subverted in a way which even 

complex regulation would find it difficult to control.  

 

Admati and Hellwig (2012) identify bank capital as the fundamental weakness which threatens 

to spread risk around the system (increasing systemic risk), and thus advocate markedly higher 

capital requirements. Again, while increased capital would encourage more confidence in banks’ 

capacity to absorb losses and thus reduce the risk of banking crises, it is by no means sufficient 

to prevent or resolve crises caused by liquidity constraints (Tymoigne 2010). In particular it does 

not address the problem of financial activity outside the regulatory net, which stricter regulation 

of course encourages, and its capacity to create unwarranted swings in asset prices and thus 

liquidity problems. 

 

Frydman and Goldberg (2011) argue that the focus of monetary policy should be on stabilising 

asset markets, given that imperfect knowledge prevents markets from equilibrating themselves. 

Mehrling (2011) also sees the potential for risk spreading across the system, arising from 

unstable asset prices and even frozen asset markets. Shadow banks, which provide capital 

markets with essential credit, operate matched books with the aid of derivative products (unlike 

fractional reserve retail banks) but are still vulnerable to price swings beyond the risk measures 
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of derivatives. He argues therefore that central banks should act as ‘dealer of last resort’ in order 

to provide liquidity to a range of asset markets and to stabilise asset prices. Just as we argued 

above that the capacity for credit creation provided by fractional reserve banking potentially 

performs a vital social function, so potentially does the rest of the financial system. But this 

potential is only reached if unstable asset markets do not divert financial activity into self-

reinforcing asset bubbles (and crashes). 

 

But it is important not to confine the discussion to financial institutions and financial markets. 

The risk of value fluctuations (particularly in a downward direction) also arise from real 

economic activity. While uncertainty prevents markets from identifying ‘true’ asset values, such 

that conventional valuations prevail, these valuations are not purely subjective. While these 

valuations may take on a life of their own for a considerable time (as in the long boom prior to 

the crisis), eventually reality (particularly in the form of defaults but also new data on real 

economic conditions) breaks through. Against this backdrop of conventional valuations, the state 

of banks’ expectations about real conditions influences their willingness to extend credit to 

business activity rather than financial activity. Expectations with respect to the real economy, 

and actual levels of output and employment, are also influenced by the government’s fiscal 

stance, which in turn is influenced by market pressures. Aggregate risk can thus be addressed by 

increasing confidence in asset valuation, not just on the basis of financial market behaviour, but 

grounded in evidence of public sector efforts to support the economy, which can include the 

efforts of the central bank. 
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Fiscal policy is relevant, not only in terms of its effect on real economic conditions, but also in 

terms of the sustainability of sovereign debt. The rapid growth of the financial superstructure had 

increased the need for collateral as a way of giving confidence to asset holders. At the same time 

the crisis eroded confidence in a range of assets which might have inspired confidence, and this 

has extended to sovereign debt. There is a particular problem for the Eurozone: that its design 

allowed for a range of sovereign debt of varying quality, while maintaining a common interest 

rate policy. This has been a concern from the start (see e.g. EC 1990), but it was overridden by 

the priority to proceed with monetary union. This priority can be seen as primarily political, yet 

there was an argument current in the early days of discussion of monetary union by those dubbed 

the ‘monetarists’ that monetary union itself would generate the forces for economic convergence. 

The Maastricht Treaty sided with the ‘economist’ argument that convergence was a precondition 

for monetary union. But arguably the practice, in the form of granting entry into the Eurozone, 

accorded more with the ‘monetarist’ position.9 The resulting varying perceived quality of 

sovereign debt within the Eurozone has caused a crisis situation, to be addressed by the European 

Central Bank (ECB). Some of the doubts about the value of sovereign debt arise from the 

necessity, given central bank independence, for any central bank involvement in government 

finance to require public negotiation and dispute. We therefore turn now to the issue of central 

bank independence. 

 

Central Bank Independence  

                                                 
9 While the expectation was that European Monetary Uniion would itself promote convergence, there have been 

arguments that, by reducing segmentation in the provision of finance, it could in fact promote divergence (see for 

example Dow and Rodriguez Fuentes 2003).. 
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While central banks have perforce become more interventionist again in order to deal with the 

crisis, the institutional framework is very different from before the great moderation in that 

central bank independence in some form is now the norm.10 When central banks were not 

independent, intervention was generally designed by government and implemented by central 

banks. Thus for example Goodhart (2011: 140) characterises the role of the Bank of England 

during the period of the 1930s to the 1960s as being to provide policy advice, to administer a 

system of controls and to manage markets. It was accepted that there is a simple and fundamental 

accounting relationship between fiscal policy, its finance by borrowing from the central bank or 

by central bank issuance of sovereign debt, central bank management of the stock of public debt, 

and monetary policy; the resulting scope for conflict had to be managed.  

 

But the new era of intervention is being implemented within a sometimes uncomfortable process 

of negotiation between governments and independent central banks. For those who anticipate a 

continuing need for intervention, or simply accept the necessary accounting interdependencies 

between fiscal policy and monetary policy, independence poses problems, particularly for 

systems of governance (as in the UK) which are otherwise highly centralised. In contrast, for 

those who regard the current era of intervention as a temporary response to an exogenously 

generated crisis, normality (including inflation targeting) can soon be restored, including full 

central bank independence. It is time to revisit the reasons why the norm of central bank 

independence was promoted in the first place. 

 

                                                 
10 The US is a notable exception, its central bank always having been independent.. But there governance is 

dispersed among a range of agencies to allow a system of checks and balances in a way which would be difficult to 

achieve in other, more centralised, systems. Among other countries, the degree of independence is highly variable. 
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The Maastricht Treaty provided the impetus for central banks in Europe to be made independent, 

even if, as in the UK, membership of European Monetary Union (EMU) was not pursued. The 

rationale, as provided in the summary of European Community research on EMU (EC 1990), 

was that an independent central bank was more likely to achieve price stability, because it would 

be free from the political temptation to try to engineer a boom for electoral purposes. Political 

independence would thus enhance credibility in inflation targeting. The Maastricht conditions 

specified that, in order to make central bank independence sustainable, governments would need 

to accept restrictions on fiscal deficits. The argument was that either financing large deficits or 

dealing with a financial crisis if governments were forced to default would threaten central bank 

independence; this would damage the capacity of the central bank to meet its inflation target. 

 

The argument for central bank independence (and for fiscal constraints on governments) was 

accordingly expressed in terms of the primacy attached to the inflation target.11 The foundation 

for this argument is general equilibrium theory, which portrays real outcomes (production levels, 

employment etc.) as determined in the long run by real productive capacity. Because fiscal 

policy in general is seen as interfering with equilibrating market forces, thus reducing growth, 

limits on fiscal policy are seen as having beneficial real consequences. Money and prices are 

seen as separable from the real, but having the capacity to interfere with real equilibrating forces 

in the short run by confusing expectations; an unexpected increase in the money supply for 

example could raise false expectations of conditions which warrant increased production levels 

and new investment, which later need to be reversed. The inflation which is assumed to follow 

                                                 
11 While this was the main rationale, other possible rationales include preventing governments distorting fiscal 

policy because of their ability otherwise to borrow easily and cheaply from the central bank. 
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inevitably from an increased rate of growth in the money supply thus imposes costs which 

reduce growth. 

 

The central bank independence literature has thus been focused almost exclusively on measuring 

success in relation to controlling inflation.12 The ultimate test is taken to be how far inflation is 

lower in countries with more independent central banks. While the EC (1990) research reported 

the outcome of these studies as ‘clearly’ indicating a positive relationship between degree of 

independence and success in inflation control, there has in fact been a conflicting range of 

conclusions drawn from the data in the many subsequent studies. Indeed, in any case, questions 

arise as to the direction of causation between central bank independence and inflation. Thus even 

judged in narrow terms against the inflation target, the case for central bank independence is by 

no means unassailable. 

 

The primacy of the inflation target also distracted attention from the central bank goal of 

financial stability which in many cases continued as a formal requirement, even if abandoned in 

practice as unnecessary, given the presumption of efficient markets (see further Borio 2011). 

There was a concern that pressure to set interest rates with an eye to financial stability could 

conflict with inflation targeting (see e.g. Goodhart and Schoenmaker 1995). While there is 

inevitably scope for conflict between the two goals, the response in terms of institutional 

arrangements was conditioned by a second theoretical separation, between monetary policy and 

bank regulation. The former was based on general equilibrium macroeconomic theory, which 

                                                 
12 Quantifying the degree of independence has required particular attention, given the different organisational 

arrangements and conventions in different countries. 
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dealt in aggregates without reference to financial institutions,13 while bank regulation was taken 

to refer to microeconomic theory of banks as firms and/or institutional theory. The outcome was 

thus an institutional separation between monetary policy on the one hand and bank regulation 

and supervision on the other, just as monetary policy had been institutionally separated from 

fiscal policy. 

 

But these separations broke down in the face of the crisis, exposing the weakness of their 

theoretical foundation. Monetary policy in the form of setting the official (repo) rate proved to be 

powerless in the face of escalating rate premia on interbank lending and even of the drying up of 

the interbank market. Banks’ collateral in the repo market was viewed as involving the real 

possibility of default risk in an environment of collapsing asset values and highly leveraged 

portfolios and thus brought about high risk premia as a mark-up on the official rate. Monetary 

policy-makers turned to asset purchases (quantitative easing) in an effort to drive down long 

rates – without the effect on inflation predicted by general equilibrium theory. While these 

purchases included private sector debt, the bulk took the form of sovereign debt.  Given the fiscal 

costs of bank bailouts and the fiscal effects of the recession arising from the bank crisis, this 

surge of central bank funding proved to be crucial. While in the past sovereign debt had been 

regarded as a safe asset for underpinning credit creation by banks, now the risk of sovereign 

default had become a real possibility, further undermining banks’ own collateral. It was central 

banks’ actions which formed a backstop insofar as they could inspire confidence in their capacity 

to manage the crisis together with governments; this confidence provided the broad collateral 

which has allowed the financial system to survive the crisis (so far). 

                                                 
13 As Borio (2011) points out, these models were effectively real rather than monetary models; see further Morgan 

(2009). 
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But the process of addressing interdependencies was made more difficult by the institutional 

separation between monetary policy and fiscal policy on the one hand and between monetary 

policy and bank supervision on the other. This has been the case particularly in the Eurozone, 

where overcoming institutional separations requires multilateral international negotiations. If in 

fact the crisis was in part at least caused by these institutional separations, then the case is even 

stronger to develop new formal institutional arrangements which address the inevitable 

interdependencies between monetary policy, fiscal policy, debt management and bank regulation 

and supervision, as well as more generally between real and financial variables. To do so 

requires an articulation of a different type of theoretical framework which takes seriously the real 

experience of monetary policy and bank regulation and the importance of institutional 

arrangements, as in the body of work of Goodhart, Haldane and Borio, and work in the Post 

Keynesian tradition, of which a few examples are Arestis and Sawyer (eds) (1998), Bibow 

(2009), Chick (2013), Dow (2013c), Dymski (2010), Gabor (2011), Kregel (2009) and Morgan 

(2009). 

 

Any theory abstracts by setting conceptual boundaries, e.g. between the macro and the micro 

levels. But where these separations are not mirrored in reality, any policy advice based on these 

separations may be seriously misguided. The Classical Dichotomy, purported to hold between 

real and financial variables, had been critical for institutional (and policy) design, yet the 

evidence of the financial and economic crisis has demonstrated that this dichotomy does not hold 

in reality. This general equilibrium approach, which provided the rationale for independent 

central banks, is expressed in terms of the rational expectations view that monetary policy in the 
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form of interest-rate setting would be transmitted to the general price level by means of 

expectations which accorded with rational expectations general equilibrium modelling itself. 

Any financial instability would be the result of some external shock. Such shocks have been 

explained variously as real technology shocks, or some kind of irrationality captured by the 

terms ‘uncertainty’ or ‘animal spirits’, or even by sunspots (see further Dow 2013a, 2013b). 

According to this approach, the central bank can promote stability by efforts to keep expectations 

as close as possible to long-run equilibrium values, which are themselves determined by other, 

real forces. Indeed financial instability had previously been explained by deviations of money 

supply growth from its equilibrium path, something which central bank independence was 

explicitly designed to prevent. 

 

New Keynesian theory has reinforced the importance of central bank communications as a 

means of ensuring that information is as far as possible symmetric. According to this view, the 

current financial crisis is explained by various factors which distorted markets and their capacity 

to equilibrate naturally. Of these the main distortions have been identified as asymmetric 

information about risk, on the one hand, and the moral hazard created by the lender-of-last-resort 

facility provided by central banks on the other. The aim is to make the subject matter as close as 

possible to the general equilibrium world, so that markets may themselves promote financial 

stability. The role of the central bank remains one of interest-rate setting in order to meet an 

inflation target, such that real expectations are not distorted by inflation uncertainty. For New 

Keynesians the Classical Dichotomy holds, at least in the long run. There is no reason for the 

central bank not to be independent. 
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But we have seen the central role played by confidence (in banks and in the central bank) in the 

successful functioning of the financial system and in the economy it serves. Confidence is only 

robust if backed up by real experience, and the most profound recent real experience has been of 

financial and economic crisis. This experience has made clear the interdependencies between the 

government’s fiscal stance and the value of sovereign debt, restrictions on and monitoring of 

bank behaviour, monetary policy and the viability of the banking system. More generally this 

experience has demonstrated the interdependencies between financial stability and economic 

stability. Confidence is only now gradually being restored by experience of central banks 

intervening in sovereign debt markets, attempting to direct bank lending and being more actively 

engaged in promoting financial stability by designing new macroprudential policies.  

 

While in some countries, as in the UK, institutional change has already occurred in recognition 

of the need for central banks to be more actively engaged with the goal of financial stability, the 

need for more formal recognition of the need for coordination between government and central 

banks has not been addressed. Yet, the importance of sovereign debt as collateral for the banking 

system, and thus of debt management, means that central banks are dependent on the fiscal 

stance of governments when aiming to provide a secure financial system as well as pursuing 

monetary policy. At the same time, in pursuing their goals with respect to growth and economic 

development, governments are dependent on central banks. During the great moderation period, 

this was taken to mean dependence on central bank success in meeting an inflation target. The 

crisis has demonstrated that such success cannot prevent financial instability and indeed that 

prioritising inflation control may actually facilitate a crisis (Borio 2011). Once the potential 

contribution of the financial sector to growth and development is more fully recognised and 
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understood, there is scope for considering a range of policy instruments for central banks, such 

as a more active role in directing credit.  

 

The new scepticism about the capabilities of market forces in allocating credit paves the way for 

considering how central banks might produce more socially beneficial outcomes. Indeed such 

thinking is already evident in the actions of many central banks. But then, since it was inflation 

targeting which was the basis for central bank independence, a move towards wider goals 

addressed to economic as well as financial conditions calls for the relationship between central 

banks and governments to be reconfigured in order for these goals to be pursued as effectively as 

possible. This is not to argue that central banks should be completely subservient to  government. 

Central banks could be assigned a goal like financial stability, for which they can then be 

advocates; as Borio (2011) argues, a financial stability goal may require central banks insisting 

on ‘taking away the punchbowl’ in the face of booming asset markets, something which may be 

politically unpalatable to government. Rather it is a matter of designing institutional 

arrangements to both reflect and manage the real interdependencies between fiscal policy, debt 

management, monetary policy and financial regulation.  

 

Within this more complex account of behavioural and institutional interdependencies, it is 

misguided to seek a ‘better’ macroeconomic model or to seek an alternative singular quantitative 

target and policy instrument (Morgan 2009). Rather models and policy instruments should be 

regarded as simply some of the tools available to central banks, in a pluralist approach to 

knowledge and to policy. For this purpose it is important to draw on theory which recognises 

interdependencies in real economic relations and the importance of institutional arrangements for 
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processes. Further the institutional arrangements and logistics of policy design and 

implementation require input from theory as to behaviour within institutions and as to the role of 

judgement. Policy is more effective the more robust the knowledge base and the mechanisms for 

communication, implying recourse to microeconomic theory of financial market behaviour as 

well as attention to signs of systemic instability at the macro level. Finally if, as this line of 

argument suggests, central banks go beyond the pursuit of a single quantified target set by 

government, then they are engaging in active policy-making, such that independence from the 

democratic process becomes an important issue again. 

 

 

Conclusion 

The urgent need for a policy response to the crisis highlighted the limitations of a central bank 

being required to put a priority on inflation targeting and relying on official rate setting as the 

policy instrument. The crisis demonstrated that central banks needed to return to their traditional 

attention to bank behaviour and the need to regulate and monitor it, as well as to their traditional 

role of government finance and managing the public debt, thus internalizing the 

interdependencies with monetary policy. The provision of a safe money asset and the capacity 

for banks to finance capital investment requires a sound basis for depositors to redeposit and for 

banks to lend, i.e, good collateral on the part both of banks and their customers. This requires 

good bank regulation and monitoring, reliable sovereign debt and a sound economy; these in turn 

rely on financial stability. In other words, the central bank and the government are 

interdependent. Central bank independence, designed explicitly for inflation targeting, is no 
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longer fit for the expanded purposes of central banks, given their interdependencies with 

government policy. 

 

Returning to a broader set of functions will inevitably involve conflict and therefore the exercise 

of judgement. Markets prefer clarity and the absence of uncertainty. But economic processes are 

complex and central bank knowledge is inevitably uncertain. Further central banks can only 

influence developments; attempts to control them by regulation will generally prompt innovation 

designed to subvert them. It is important therefore to adopt a ‘belt and braces’ approach to 

promoting financial stability, with a range of regulatory measures acting alongside efforts to 

stabilise asset prices. Reducing risk in aggregate is the most effective way to deal with a massive 

financial superstructure built on a limited stock of real capital, i.e. to address the problem of 

insufficient collateral. Further, central banks can use their capacity to influence real economic 

developments to support government efforts to increase the real stock of capital, and thus the 

supply of collateral. Success would provide a sound basis for private sector decision-making and 

thus for economic growth. 
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Text Box
Chapter 14THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEENCENTRAL BANKS AND GOVERNMENTS:WHAT ARE CENTRAL BANKS FOR?Sheila C. DowIntroductionThe specification of central banking functions and the institutional arrangements withinwhich these functions are performed are open for discussion. The need for changes incentral bank goals and operations in the face of the financial crisis has opened up issueswhich, during the Great Moderation period, had been regarded as long settled.One of these issues concerns the goals of central banks. While inflation targetinghad been applied for some time by many central banks, the new economic environmentseems to many to warrant an alternative; candidates for an alternative include nominalgross domestic product (GDP) targeting, unemployment targeting, and promotingfinancial stability. But here we consider the merits of a range of goals pursuedsimultaneously, with potential conflicts addressed by means of judgment. Further, whilewe will emphasize the importance of the role of central banks, it will be recognizedthat they cannot exercise direct control, either of macroeconomic aggregates or of thefinancial sector. In attempting to achieve their goal(s), central banks have always hadto tailor their policy instruments to the changing character and strength of financialmarkets. The liberalization and globalization of finance since the 1970s, and then thefinancial crisis, dramatically altered both the scale and sophistication of financial marketsand the relationship between central banks and financial institutions. But, while suchdevelopments challenge the effectiveness of traditional instruments of monetary policy,care must be taken not to exaggerate the power previously exercised by central banks.Even before the 1970s, central banks could only influence the level of credit and moneyin the economy, not control it.A further issue concerns the institutional arrangements within which central bankspursue their goals and in particular the case for central bank independence. Thereturn of central banks to major open-market operations in sovereign debt has erodedprevious efforts to separate monetary policy and fiscal policy. At the same time, centralbank activities have had their own direct political consequences, including substantialredistribution of income. There are good reasons therefore to revisit the presumption230 central banking at a crossroadsthat central bank independence is beneficial. We will explore this issue in the lightof recent experience. But rather than limiting our discussion to the interdependencebetween fiscal policy and monetary policy, we extend the discussion to an issue whichlay at the heart of the banking crisis: the role of the state in providing for society’s needfor money and credit, which brings us back to the goals for central banks. What arecentral banks for?We will see that how we discuss the role of central banks and the appropriate designof institutional arrangements depend crucially on the theoretical framework employed.The general equilibrium approach which has dominated the economic literature onmonetary policy and institutional design is ahistorical, founded on assumptions of wellinformed,atomistic, narrowly rational behavior within a stable equilibrium system; theclassical dichotomy, which separates the real from the financial, has been a critical featureof this approach for the analysis of central banking. Attention will be drawn here, rather,to the significance of social conventions, both in terms of expectations about the behaviorof institutions, but also in terms of markets valuing assets under uncertainty. Thisalternative approach embeds interdependencies between real and financial variables,between fiscal policy and monetary policy. The first approach treats the complications ofpolicy practice as separable from, but nevertheless directed by, theory (Colander 2002),while we will consider them a necessary element in theory, which is to be useful for policyand institutional design (see further Dow 2012a).We will consider these pressing current issues for the future of central banking bytaking a historical approach, revisiting the rationale for central banking and its relationswith the state on the one hand, and banks and society more generally on the other. Inthe process, we will consider the role of collateral and in particular the possibility ofsovereign debt no longer being regarded as a safe asset. This is part of the more generalproblem of an insufficiency of good collateral, given the fiscal problems of governmentsand the massive size of the financial superstructure. Put another way, there is not enoughreason for confidence in the value of assets.A major factor in the buildup to the crisis was an overconfidence in the value ofassets, which was unwarranted given the weak knowledge base on which such valuationsrested. But the fall in capital values during the crisis meant that there was good reasonto be concerned about the exposure of retail banking to risk, and the requirement forgovernment involvement in bailouts; reasonable doubts about value thus spread to somesovereign debt. We will thus consider the role of central banks in relation to governmentin terms of collateral. In the process, we consider collateral broadly, as an asset whichmay be intangible and where claims on it may not be legally enforceable (such as thesource of value of bank deposits). We thus focus on collateral as the basis for confidencein the financial system.Banking History and the Role of CollateralIt is important to understand the history of banking and central banking, not onlyin order to understand how we arrived at the current situation, but also because pastexperience has been a crucial factor in determining social conventions, in particular theTHE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CENTRAL BANKS 231degree of trust and confidence (in collateral, broadly defined) which lies at the heart of asuccessful system (see further Chick and Dow forthcoming).In many countries, retail banking and then central banking arose from the sovereign’sneed to borrow, but in others they emerged (where there was a sufficient basis of trust)in response to society’s need both for an alternative to specie and for credit. Banks wereable to supply the need for banknotes, and then checking deposits, through the provisionof credit. Money thus arose from the social relation between borrower and lender, whichincluded crucially an assessment of default risk (whether or not protected by collateral).1As confidence in lenders increased, this new money in the form of notes, and thenchecking deposits, was inside money because there was a matching liability on the partof the bank. There was confidence in lenders’ liabilities, based on the nature of bankassets: specie, secured and unsecured loans, and corporate and government debt. Butthese assets were limited as collateral because they were not all liquid; fractional reservebanking meant that not all demands to liquidate deposits could be met. The systemnevertheless worked as long as there was further collateral in the form of confidence inbank money as a social relation (based on confidence in the banks’ capacity to managerisk and thus to convert deposits to cash on demand), such that the redeposit ratio washigh. This kind of confidence is not calculable, as in mainstream theory, but is a socialconvention, based on experience.2 In time, the obligation to redeem deposits with specielapsed.Chick (1986) explains how central banking evolved to support the emergence of abanking system. The banking system as a whole could face a crisis if there was a shortageof liquidity in aggregate such that, even with an interbank market, the banks would beunable to meet their liabilities. Because of the risk of contagion in expectations, runs couldoccur on some banks because of problems identified with other banks. Confidence inbanks to honor their liabilities in cash meant that bank liabilities were not generally calledin but rather continued in circulation. But the valuation of bank assets rests ultimatelyon judgment, since there are no demonstrably true measures of default risk. So revisionsof judgments with respect to some banks’ assets might reasonably alter judgments aboutother banks’ assets. Further, the valuation of bank assets that reassured depositors wasmore generally endogenous to the system: if loans were called in and collateral acquiredon an economy-wide scale, asset values would fall, increasing default risk, and reducingprotection against it. A liquidity problem can turn into a solvency problem.To protect themselves from more minor calls on their assets, the banks held some assetsregarded as comparatively or perfectly safe from collapse in capital value: short-termgovernment debt and deposits with the central bank. The latter, together with centralbank notes, were regarded as outside money. The central bank had a matching liability,but this was disregarded because, if there was risk of default, the central bank couldcall on the resources of government. The relationship was mutual. Where central banksmanaged government debt and the government’s bank account, governments couldavoid default by borrowing from the central bank. The central bank was thus the lenderof last, if not first, resort for the government. But, following recent experience of centralbank independence and the withdrawal of the facility, the fiscal position of governmentshas become a substantial concern for the viability of commercial banks. Until now, the232 central banking at a crossroadslender-of-last-resort facility was generally the subject for debate only as a matter betweencentral banks and commercial banks; now it is also an issue for governments.The role of collateral in sharing risk up until recent decades was relatively well defined,though it was still subject to variations in the value of collateral. It was a major element inbank loan contracts whereby the specialized knowledge of the borrower on the part of thelender led to a mutually satisfactory agreement as to how the borrower would compensatethe lender in the event of default. Otherwise, collateral in the form of state support forbanking and for the economy more generally was imperfectly specified, but it neverthelessinspired the convention of confidence. The success of the banking system, supportedby the central bank, thus provided a good foundation for the massive growth of nonbankfinancial intermediaries and securities markets, based on confidence in the value ofsovereign debt, the practices of the central bank, and the real assets of the economy.But now the role of collateral in bank lending contracts is more diffuse and also morecomplex in the relations between the state and the private sector. Debt valuation cameto rely less on the types of client relationship previously at the core of bank lendingand more on pricing based on quantified risk models; transaction costs fell accordingly,encouraging a much wider participation in lending. The securitization encouraged bythe introduction of capital adequacy requirements in the 1980s distributed the risk awayfrom the originator of loans. Collateralized debt obligations and credit default swapsfurther redistributed risk, such that the knowledge of the original borrower and collateralbecame ever more diffuse. Further, the globalization of finance meant that the collateralultimately backing assets could be located in a wide range of countries of which borrowersmight have limited knowledge, rendering the ultimate borrower even more anonymous.This diffusion was compounded by the sheer scale of the financial superstructure relativeto the collateral base represented by the real economy and the support of the state.In retrospect, markets realized the weak knowledge base on which these assets hadbeen acquired and bets placed; the connection between structured product valuation andthe value prospects of the underlying assets was very tenuous such that the valuation reliedmore on an amorphous (and as it turned out, unwarranted) confidence in financial-sectorpricing. When that confidence was punctured, the value of collateral fell dramaticallyacross the board. Contrary to the conventional view—ased on the efficient marketshypothesis and the capital asset pricing model—hat any deviation of prices from their“true” value would be reversed by market processes, defaults and the freezing of marketsin particular assets ensued; these were discontinuities which further eroded confidence.The social conventions which had been built up to support the financial system thusbroke down, resulting in a financial crisis. This challenge to confidence in market forcesrefocused attention on central banks for a solution to the crisis. Central banks were thusforced to address the policy goal of financial stability rather than inflation control and todesign new instruments fit for this purpose.Central Banks and Financial StabilityWhile maintaining financial stability had continued to be one of the formal roles ofmost central banks during the Great Moderation period, in practice it had taken aTHE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CENTRAL BANKS 233back seat to the primary role of inflation targeting, a development dubbed historicallyas “idiosyncratic” (Epstein 2013) or an “aberration” (Cobham 2012).3 Indeed, thecontent of, and emphasis on, a range of different functions of central banks has variedover the decades (Goodhart 2011; Buiter 2012; Cobham 2012). These functions haveincluded the provision of a safe money asset; regulation, monitoring and supervisionof the banking system; exchange rate management; debt management; and lendingto government as required, subject to maintaining the value of the currency.4 Thesefunctions can be summarized as promoting financial stability as the basis for privatesector decision making. But in addition, as Epstein (2013) points out, central banks indeveloped and developing countries have also played an active part in supporting, andindeed promoting, economic development, in particular by encouraging commercialbank lending to finance investment in particular sectors and regions. Measures haveincluded credit controls, capital controls, exchange rate management, and financing thestate.Central banks have thus historically played an important part in promoting economicgoals alongside financial stability.5 Following the narrowing of central bank functions inrecent decades around the inflation-targeting function, central banks have now revertedto a much wider range of functions in order to address the current crisis; while the formof the instruments may differ, the principles arguably are close to what was normal inmany countries before the Great Moderation.The focus on inflation targeting had meant inattention in particular to the role ofbanks, and how their practices may impact on the financial system, and on the realeconomy. Deregulation had meant that, while retail banks had traditionally held loancontracts along with (primarily sovereign) debt, now they had securitized loans, and alsoextended their asset base to include structured products that had a weak backing ofcollateral. Bank regulation had become focused almost exclusively on capital adequacyratios, based on an assumption that the risk profile of bank assets was measurable andthat the assets counted as capital were of sound value. But violent swings in asset prices,and thus valuation of collateral, challenged these assumptions and damaged confidencein the operations of the financial sector. If the role of the central bank as promotingfinancial stability founded on the provision of a safe money asset is to be taken seriously,then the first task is to ensure a sound retail banking system which inspires confidence intheir liabilities.Because many have identified the root of the banking crisis in the development ofuniversal banking following deregulation dating from the 1970s, there is much supportfor some kind of ring fencing of traditional retail banking operations from other financialactivities. According to the report by the UK’s Independent Commission on Banking(2011; the Vickers Report), for example, only retail banks would have the liquiditysupport of the central bank, but with the quid pro quo of strict regulation, for example,of levels of liquidity and capital. Retail banks could thus continue to reap the benefitsof fractional reserve banking, which gives them the capacity to engage in mediumandlong-term debt contracts in advance of deposits, thus financing increased capitalexpenditure. But this privilege comes at a cost, associated with regulatory restrictions onportfolios, and the cost of higher liquidity holdings and capital than in recent decades.234 central banking at a crossroadsIt was because of the costs of retail bank regulation and the increasing competition fromnon-bank financial intermediaries that banks pressured governments to deregulate them.Indeed, the buildup to the crisis was a symptom of a shift in power from central banksto commercial banks.For some commentators, a reversal of that shift to the status quo ante is not enough.Other proposals have thus been aired which would put the provision of money more orless completely into the hands of the central bank, effectively putting an end to fractionalreserve banking altogether (see e.g. Kotlikoff 2010; Jackson, Dyson, and Hodgson 2013).If the cause of the crisis is identified as being too much credit, the solution is seen tobe the removal of the capacity of retail banks to create credit. Yet it is credit to financespeculation, causing asset bubbles, that has been seen as the problem rather than creditto finance productive activity. Full nationalization of banking could ensure the directionof credit to productive purposes only (an opportunity missed currently in the UK, wheretwo major retail banks have substantial public ownership). Nevertheless, credit would stillbe provided outside retail banking, even if not created in advance of deposits. Indeed,even outside the net of liquidity support from the central bank, what can be classifiedas “shadow banking”6 has already increasingly provided substantial proportions of totalcredit, and narrow banking proposals would, if anything, encourage even more recourseto shadow banking.The role of the central bank can be seen partly in terms of redistributing risk. Muchof the discussion of bank reform with respect to the “too big to fail” problem has beenfocused on reducing the risk exposure of the public sector. Beyond that, the proposals tosegment retail from investment banking, with the lender-of-last-resort facility availableonly to the former, aim to minimize its risk, even at the expense of increasing it inthe latter. In effect, according to this view central banks should aim to protect retaildepositors by providing collateral in the form of access to liquidity in the repo market. Atthe same time, central banks should aim to provide retail banks with sufficient protectionto encourage them to lend to business. But the danger is that the interconnectednessof financial markets would spread instability from non-retail banking to retail banking,threatening the provision of a safe money asset and the capacity to lend to business.There is the danger of a fallacy of composition such that, at one end of the spectrum,there could be a systemic collapse of asset values across the board, while at the otherend, there could be a run on retail banks for which fractional reserves provide inadequateprotection. While separating off retail banking has been presented (e.g. by King 2009) asa mechanism for making banks small enough to fail, to contemplate retail bank failurewould subvert the goal for central banks of providing a safe money asset (without theneed for calculative assessment by the general population). The goal rather should be tohave banks too well regulated and supervised to fail.Nevertheless, separating off retail banking (either in the private sector or moving itinto the public sector) would not be a solution to the possibility of systemic collapse inasset markets. The success of retail banking in the past provided a secure foundationon which all the rest of the financial superstructure grew, and grew exponentially. AsChick (1986) explains, it was the success of mutual support between central banks andretail banks that encouraged the growth of non-bank financial intermediaries; but thenTHE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CENTRAL BANKS 235retail banks lobbied, successfully, for deregulation to allow them to compete. Investmentbanking was then increasingly conducted alongside retail banking within “universal”banks and subject to its own regulation. But shadow banking added a further, largelyunregulated, layer to this inverted pyramid, stoking the boom in asset markets and pavingthe way for the crisis. The success of retail banking, when combined with deregulation,thus carried the seeds of its own destruction. As Minsky (1986) had argued, stabilitybreeds instability. The danger continues to lie particularly in the capacity of shadowbanking to take up the slack left by the ring-fenced retail banks but without the liquiditysupport of the central bank. Successfully ring-fenced retail banking would ensure thata safe money asset was provided, but it would still leave the wider scope for financialinstability. Therefore, while ring fencing would be a step in the right direction, it wouldnot on its own be enough to prevent a further crisis.It is insufficient therefore to aim to redistribute risk, but in addition, the aim for centralbanks should be to reduce risk in aggregate. Macroprudential policies aim to reduceaggregate risk by stabilizing bank portfolios directly—or example, by countercyclicalcapital adequacy requirements or by limiting leverage ratios. Such policies carry theirown risks; as Minsky had explained in Schumpeterian terms, regulatory constraints area spur to innovation. Haldane (2012) accordingly argues for macroprudential regulationto be as simple as possible (e.g. limits on the size of institutions) because of the dangerof unintended consequences, what he calls the “risk of backdoor complexity.” Even ringfencing retail banking might be subverted in a way which even complex regulation wouldfind it difficult to control.Admati and Hellwig (2012) identify bank capital as the fundamental weaknessthat threatens to spread risk around the system (increasing systemic risk), and thusadvocate markedly higher capital requirements. Again, while increased capital wouldencourage more confidence in banks’ capacity to absorb losses and thus reduce therisk of banking crises, it is by no means sufficient to prevent or resolve crises caused byliquidity constraints (Tymoigne 2010). In particular, it does not address the problemof financial activity outside the regulatory net, which stricter regulation of courseencourages, and its capacity to create unwarranted swings in asset prices, and thusliquidity problems.Frydman and Goldberg (2011) argue that the focus of monetary policy should beon stabilizing asset markets, given that imperfect knowledge prevents markets fromequilibrating themselves. Mehrling (2011) also sees risk spreading across the system,arising from unstable asset prices and even frozen asset markets. Shadow banks, whichprovide capital markets with essential credit, operate matched books with the aid ofderivative products (unlike fractional reserve retail banks) but are still vulnerable toprice swings beyond the risk measures of derivatives. He argues therefore that centralbanks should act as “dealer of last resort” in order to provide liquidity to a range ofasset markets and to stabilize asset prices. Just as we argued above that the capacity forcredit creation provided by fractional reserve banking potentially performs a vital socialfunction, so potentially does the rest of the financial system. But this potential is onlyreached if unstable asset markets do not divert financial activity into self-reinforcing assetbubbles (and crashes).236 central banking at a crossroadsBut it is important not to confine the discussion to financial institutions and financialmarkets. The risk of value fluctuations (particularly in a downward direction) also arisefrom real economic activity. While uncertainty prevents markets from identifying “true”asset values, such that conventional valuations prevail, these valuations are not purelysubjective. While these valuations may take on a life of their own for a considerabletime (as in the long boom prior to the crisis), eventually reality (particularly in the formof defaults, but also new data on real economic conditions) breaks through. Againstthis backdrop of conventional valuations, the state of banks’ expectations about realconditions influences their willingness to extend credit to business activity rather thanfinancial activity. Expectations with respect to the real economy, and actual levels ofoutput and employment, are also influenced by the government’s fiscal stance, which inturn is influenced by market pressures. Aggregate risk can thus be addressed by increasingconfidence in asset valuation, not just on the basis of financial-market behavior, butgrounded in evidence of public sector efforts to support the economy, which can includethe efforts of the central bank.Fiscal policy is relevant, not only in terms of its effect on real economic conditions, butalso in terms of the sustainability of sovereign debt. The rapid growth of the financialsuperstructure had increased the need for collateral as a way of giving confidence toasset holders. At the same time, the crisis eroded confidence in a range of assets thatmight have inspired confidence, and this has extended to sovereign debt. There is aparticular problem for the Eurozone: that its design allowed for a range of sovereigndebt of varying quality, while maintaining a common interest rate policy. This has beena concern from the start (see e.g. EC 1990), but it was overridden by the priority toproceed with monetary union. This priority can be seen as primarily political, yet therewas an argument current in the early days of discussion of monetary union by thosedubbed the “monetarists” that monetary union itself would generate the forces foreconomic convergence. The Maastricht Treaty sided with the “economist” argumentthat convergence was a precondition for monetary union. Nevertheless, the varyingperceived quality of sovereign debt within the Eurozone has caused a crisis situation,to be addressed by the European Central Bank (ECB). Some of the doubts about thevalue of sovereign debt arise from the necessity, given central bank independence, forany central bank involvement in government finance to require public negotiation anddispute. We therefore turn now to the issue of central bank independence.Central Bank IndependenceWhile central banks have perforce become more interventionist again in order to deal withthe crisis, the institutional framework is very different from before the Great Moderationin that central bank independence in some form is now the norm.7 When centralbanks were not independent, intervention was generally designed by government andimplemented by central banks. Thus, for example, Goodhart (2011, 140) characterizesthe role of the Bank of England during the period of the 1930s to the 1960s as beingto provide policy advice, to administer a system of controls, and to manage markets. Itwas accepted that there was a simple accounting relationship between fiscal policy, itsTHE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CENTRAL BANKS 237finance by borrowing from the central bank or by central bank issuance of sovereigndebt, central bank management of the stock of public debt, and monetary policy; theresulting scope for conflict had to be managed.But the new era of intervention is being implemented within a sometimesuncomfortable process of negotiation between governments and independent centralbanks. For those who anticipate a continuing need for intervention, or simply accept theaccounting interdependencies between fiscal policy and monetary policy, independenceposes problems, particularly for systems of governance (as in the UK), which are otherwisehighly centralized. For those who regard the current era of intervention as a temporaryresponse to an exogenously generated crisis, normality (including inflation targeting) cansoon be restored, including full central bank independence. It is time to revisit the reasonswhy the norm of central bank independence was promoted in the first place.The Maastricht Treaty provided the impetus for central banks in Europe to be madeindependent, even if, as in the UK, membership of the European Monetary Union(EMU) was not pursued. The rationale, as provided in the summary of EuropeanCommunity research on EMU (EC 1990), was that an independent central bankwas more likely to achieve price stability, because it would be free from the politicaltemptation to try to engineer a boom for electoral purposes. Political independencewould thus enhance credibility in inflation targeting. The Maastricht conditions specifiedthat, in order to make central bank independence sustainable, governments would needto accept restrictions on fiscal deficits. The argument was that either financing largedeficits or dealing with a financial crisis if governments were forced to default wouldthreaten central bank independence; this would damage the capacity of the central bankto meet its inflation target.The argument for central bank independence (and for fiscal constraints on governments)was accordingly expressed in terms of the primacy attached to the inflation target.8 Thefoundation for this argument is general equilibrium theory, which portrays real outcomes(production levels, employment, etc.) as determined in the long run by real productivecapacity. Because fiscal policy in general is seen as interfering with equilibrating marketforces, thus reducing growth, limits on fiscal policy are seen as having beneficial realconsequences. Money and prices are separable from the real, but they have the capacityto interfere with real equilibrating forces in the short run by confusing expectations; anunexpected increase in the money supply, for example, can raise false expectations ofconditions which warrant increased production levels and new investment, which laterneed to be reversed. The inflation that is assumed to follow inevitably from an increasedrate of growth in the money supply thus imposes costs that reduce growth.The central bank independence literature has thus been focused almost exclusivelyon measuring success in relation to controlling inflation.9 The ultimate test is taken tobe how far inflation is lower in countries with more independent central banks. Whilethe EC (1990) research reported the outcome of these studies as “clearly” indicating apositive relationship between degree of independence and success in inflation control,there has in fact been a conflicting range of conclusions drawn from the data in the manysubsequent studies. Indeed, in any case, questions arise as to the direction of causationbetween central bank independence and inflation. Thus, even judged in narrow terms238 central banking at a crossroadsagainst the inflation target, the case for central bank independence is by no meansunassailable.The primacy of the inflation target also distracted attention from the central bankgoal of financial stability, which in many cases continued as a formal requirement, evenif abandoned in practice as unnecessary, given the presumption of efficient markets(see further Borio 2011). There was a concern that pressure to set interest rates withan eye to financial stability could conflict with inflation targeting (see e.g. Goodhartand Schoenmaker 1995). While there is inevitably scope for conflict between the twogoals, the response in terms of institutional arrangements was conditioned by a secondtheoretical separation, between monetary policy and bank regulation. The formerwas based on general equilibrium macroeconomic theory, which dealt in aggregateswithout reference to financial institutions,10 while bank regulation was taken to refer tomicroeconomic theory of banks as firms and/or institutional theory. The outcome wasthus an institutional separation between monetary policy on the one hand and bankregulation and supervision on the other, just as monetary policy had been institutionallyseparated from fiscal policy.But these separations broke down in the face of the crisis, exposing the weakness oftheir theoretical foundation. Monetary policy in the form of setting the official (repo) rateproved to be powerless in the face of escalating rate premia on interbank lending andeven of the drying up of the interbank market. Banks’ collateral in the repo market wasviewed as involving the real possibility of default risk in an environment of collapsingasset values and highly leveraged portfolios, and thus brought about high-risk premiaas a markup on the official rate. Monetary policymakers turned to asset purchases(quantitative easing) in an effort to drive down long rates—ithout the effect on inflationpredicted by general equilibrium theory. While these purchases included private sectordebt, the bulk took the form of sovereign debt. Given the fiscal costs of bank bailoutsand the fiscal effects of the recession arising from the bank crisis, this surge of centralbank funding proved to be crucial. While in the past sovereign debt had been regarded asa safe asset for underpinning credit creation by banks, now the risk of sovereign defaulthad become a real possibility, further undermining banks’ own collateral. It was centralbanks’ actions that formed a backstop insofar as they could inspire confidence in theircapacity to manage the crisis together with governments; this confidence provided thebroad collateral that has allowed the financial system to survive the crisis (so far).But the process of addressing interdependencies was made more difficult by theinstitutional separation between monetary policy and fiscal policy on the one handand between monetary policy and bank supervision on the other. This has been thecase particularly in the Eurozone, where overcoming institutional separations requiresmultilateral, international negotiations. If in fact the crisis was in part at least causedby these institutional separations, then the case is even stronger to develop new, formalinstitutional arrangements which address the inevitable interdependencies betweenmonetary policy, fiscal policy, debt management, and bank regulation and supervision,as well as more generally between real and financial variables. To do so requires anarticulation of a different type of theoretical framework that takes seriously the realexperience of monetary policy and bank regulation, and the importance of institutionalTHE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CENTRAL BANKS 239arrangements, as in the body of work of Goodhart, Haldane, and Borio, and work inthe post-Keynesian tradition, of which a few examples are Arestis and Sawyer (1998),Bibow (2009), Chick (2013), Dow (2013c), Dymski (2010), Gabor (2011), Kregel (2009),and Morgan (2009).Any theory abstracts by setting conceptual boundaries—or example, betweenthe macro and the micro levels. But where these separations are not mirrored inreality, any policy advice based on these separations may be seriously misguided.The classical dichotomy, purported to hold between real and financial variables, hadbeen critical for institutional (and policy) design, yet the evidence of the financialand economic crisis has demonstrated that this dichotomy does not hold in reality.This general equilibrium approach, which provided the rationale for independentcentral banks, is expressed in terms of the rational expectations view that monetarypolicy in the form of interest rate setting would be transmitted to the general pricelevel by means of expectations, which accorded with rational expectations generalequilibrium modeling itself. Any financial instability would be the result of someexternal shock. Such shocks have been explained variously as real technology shocks,or some kind of irrationality captured by the terms “uncertainty” or “animal spirits,”or even by sunspots (see further Dow 2013a, 2013b). According to this approach, thecentral bank can promote stability by efforts to keep expectations as close as possibleto long-run equilibrium values, which are themselves determined by other, real forces.Indeed, financial instability had previously been explained by deviations of moneysupply growth from its equilibrium path, something which central bank independencewas explicitly designed to prevent.New Keynesian theory has reinforced the importance of central bank communicationsas a means of ensuring that information is as far as possible symmetric. According to thisview, the current financial crisis is explained by various factors that distorted marketsand their capacity to equilibrate naturally. Of these, the main distortions have beenidentified as asymmetric information about risk, on the one hand, and the moral hazardcreated by the lender-of-last-resort facility provided by central banks on the other. Theaim is to make the subject matter as close as possible to the general equilibrium world,so that markets may themselves promote financial stability. The role of the central bankremains one of interest rate setting in order to meet an inflation target, such that realexpectations are not distorted by inflation uncertainty. For New Keynesians, the classicaldichotomy holds, at least in the long run. There is no reason for the central bank not tobe independent.But we have seen the central role played by confidence (in banks and in the centralbank) in the successful functioning of the financial system and in the economy it serves.Confidence is only robust if backed up by real experience, and the most profound, recentreal experience has been of financial and economic crisis. This experience has madeclear the interdependencies between the government’s fiscal stance and the value ofsovereign debt, restrictions on and monitoring of bank behavior, monetary policy, andthe viability of the banking system. More generally this experience has demonstrated theinterdependencies between financial stability and economic stability. Confidence is onlynow gradually being restored through the experience of central banks intervening in240 central banking at a crossroadssovereign debt markets, attempting direct bank lending, and being more actively engagedin promoting financial stability by designing new macroprudential policies.While in some countries, as in the UK, institutional change has already occurred inrecognition of the need for central banks to be more actively engaged with the goal offinancial stability, the need for more formal recognition of the need for coordinationbetween government and central banks has not been addressed. Yet, the importance ofsovereign debt as collateral for the banking system, and thus of debt management, meansthat central banks are dependent on the fiscal stance of governments when aiming toprovide a secure financial system as well as pursuing monetary policy. At the same time,in pursuing their goals with respect to growth and economic development, governmentsare dependent on central banks. During the Great Moderation period, this was takento mean dependence on central bank success in meeting an inflation target. The crisishas demonstrated that such success cannot prevent financial instability and indeedthat prioritizing inflation control may actually facilitate a crisis (Borio 2011). Once thepotential contribution of the financial sector to growth and development is more fullyrecognized and understood, there is scope for considering a range of policy instrumentsfor central banks, such as a more active role in directing credit.The new skepticism about the capabilities of market forces in allocating credit pavesthe way for considering how central banks might produce more socially beneficialoutcomes. Indeed, such thinking is already evident in the actions of many central banks.But then, since it was inflation targeting that was the basis for central bank independence,a move toward wider goals addressed to economic as well as financial conditions callsfor the relationship between central banks and governments to be reconfigured in orderfor these goals to be pursued as effectively as possible. This is not to argue that centralbanks should be completely subservient to government. Central banks could be assigneda goal such as financial stability, for which they can then be advocates; as Borio (2011)argues, a financial-stability goal may require central banks insisting on “taking away thepunchbowl” in the face of booming asset markets, something which may be politicallyunpalatable to government. Rather it is a matter of designing institutional arrangementsto both reflect and manage the real interdependencies between fiscal policy, debtmanagement, monetary policy, and financial regulation.Within this more complex account of behavioral and institutional interdependencies,it is misguided to seek a “better” macroeconomic model or to seek an alternative singularquantitative target and policy instrument (Morgan 2009). Rather, models and policyinstruments should be regarded as simply some of the tools available to central banksin a pluralist approach to knowledge and to policy. For this purpose, it is important todraw on theory which recognizes interdependencies in real economic relations andthe importance of institutional arrangements for processes. Further, the institutionalarrangements and logistics of policy design and implementation require input fromtheory as to behavior within institutions and as to the role of judgment. Policy is moreeffective the more robust the knowledge base and the mechanisms for communication,implying recourse to microeconomic theory of financial market behavior as well asattention to signs of systemic instability at the macro level. Finally, if, as this line ofargument suggests, central banks go beyond the pursuit of a single, quantified target setTHE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CENTRAL BANKS 241by government, then they are engaging in active policymaking, such that independencefrom the democratic process becomes an important issue again.ConclusionThe urgent need for a policy response to the crisis highlighted the limitations of a centralbank being required to put a priority on inflation targeting and relying on official ratesetting as the policy instrument. The crisis demonstrated that central banks needed toreturn to their traditional role of regulating and monitoring bank behavior, as well asmanaging government finance and public debt, thus internalizing the interdependencieswith monetary policy. The provision of a safe money asset and the capacity for banksto finance capital investment requires a sound basis for depositors to redeposit and forbanks to lend—hat is, good collateral on the part both of banks and their customers.This requires good bank regulation and monitoring, reliable sovereign debt, and a soundeconomy; these in turn rely on financial stability. In other words, the central bank andthe government are interdependent. Central bank independence, designed explicitly forinflation targeting, is no longer fit for the expanded purposes of central banks, given theirinterdependencies with government policy.Returning to a broader set of functions will inevitably involve conflict and therefore theexercise of judgment. Markets prefer clarity and the absence of uncertainty. But economicprocesses are complex and central bank knowledge is inevitably uncertain. Further, centralbanks can only influence developments; attempts to control them by regulation willgenerally prompt innovation designed to subvert them. It is important therefore to adopta “belt and braces” approach to promoting financial stability, with a range of regulatorymeasures acting alongside efforts to stabilize asset prices. Reducing risk in aggregate is themost effective way to deal with a massive financial superstructure built on a limited stockof real capital—hat is, to address the problem of insufficient collateral. Success wouldprovide a sound basis for private sector decision making and thus for economic growth.Notes1 It was the securing of debt by collateral that Heinsohn and Steiger (2006) identify as the signof monetization of the economy; the collateral was both productive in itself and also generatednew credit.2 It was a notable feature of the banking crisis beginning in 2007 that there was very limitedpublic knowledge of the system of deposit insurance; the safety of bank deposits was taken forgranted. Only when the risk of default became real did the safety of bank deposits become amatter of any calculation.3 Even where central banks had additional formal goals, along with inflation targeting, withrespect to financial stability and economic stability, the potential conflicts between these goalstended to be resolved in recent decades (up to the crisis) by giving primacy to the inflationtarget.4 Goodhart (2011) includes in the latter function constraining the financing of the state innormal times.5 This interventionist role has waxed and waned over time. There has tended to be a pattern ofa less interventionist stance before a crisis, followed by arguments for a more interventionist242 central banking at a crossroadsstance to resolve the crisis; Epstein points out that current debates on the role of the centralbank mirror those in the 1930s, when events similarly required interventionist central banking.6 There is a range of opinion as to how exactly to define shadow banking, e.g. whether it includesinvestment banking.7 The USA is a notable exception. But there governance is dispersed among a range of agencies toallow a system of checks and balances in a way that would be difficult to achieve in other, morecentralized systems. Among other countries, the degree of independence is highly variable.8 While this was the main rationale, other possible rationales include preventing governmentsdistorting fiscal policy because of their ability otherwise to borrow easily and cheaply from thecentral bank.9 Quantifying the degree of independence has required particular attention, given the differentorganizational arrangements and conventions in different countries.10 As Borio (2011) points out, these models were effectively real rather than monetary models; seefurther Morgan (2009).ReferencesAdmati, A., and M. Hellwig. 2012. The Bankers’New Clothes: What’ Wrong with Banking and What toDo about It. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press.Bibow, J. 2009. Keynes on Monetary Policy, Finance and Uncertainty: Liquidity Preference Theory and the GlobalFinancial Crisis. London: Routledge.Borio, C. 2011. “Central Banking Post-crisis: What Compass for Uncharted Waters?” BIS WorkingPapers, no. 353. Basel: BIS.Buiter, W. H. 2012. “The Role of Central Banks in Financial Stability: How Has It Changed?”CEPR Discussion Paper, no. 8780. London: CEPR.Chick, V. 1992 [1986]. “The Evolution of the Banking System and the Theory of Saving,Investment and Interest.” Economies et sociétés (Monnaie et production, no. 3): 111–6. Reprintedin On Money, Method and Keynes, edited by P. Arestis and S. C. Dow. London: Macmillan.Chick, V. 2013. “The Current Banking Crisis in the UK: An Evolutionary View.” In Financial Crisesand the Nature of Capitalist Money: Mutual Developments from the Work of Geoffrey Ingham, edited byG. Harcourt and J. Pixley, 148–1. London: Palgrave Macmillan.Chick, V., and S. Dow. 2013 forthcoming. “Financial Institutions and the State: A Re-examination.” InContemporary Financial Capitalism: Analyses of the Recent Financial Crisis, Its Current Transformation, and ItsFuture Prospects, edited by L.-P. Rochon and M. Seccareccia, 99–11. Cheltenham: Edward Elgar.Cobham, D. 2012. “The Past, Present and Future of Central Banking.” Oxford Review of EconomicPolicy 28 (4): 729–9.Colander, D. 2002. “The Lost Art of Economics.” Journal of Economic Perspectives 6 (3): 191–.Commission of the European Communities, Directorate-General for Economic and FinancialAffairs (EC). 1990. “One Market, One Money: An Evaluation of the Potential Benefits andCosts of Forming an Economic And Monetary Union.” European Economy 44, October.Committee on International Economic Policy and Reform. 2011. Rethinking Central Banking.London: House of Commons.Dymski, G. 2010. “Why the Subprime Crisis is Different: A Minskyian Approach.” CambridgeJournal of Economics 34 (2): 239–5.Dow, S. C. 2012a. “Policy in the Wake of the Banking Crisis: Taking Pluralism Seriously.”International Review of Applied Economics 26 (2): 161–5.——— 2012b. “What are Banks and Bank Regulation For? A Consideration of the Foundationsfor Reform.” Intervention 9 (1): 39–6.——— 2013a. “Endogenising Uncertainty.” Presented to the INET Annual Conference, HongKong, April. Online: http://ineteconomics.org/sites/inet.civicactions.net/files/Dow%20Paper_0.pdf (accessed August 17, 2014).THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CENTRAL BANKS 243——— 2013b. “Animal Spirits and Organisation: A Structural Approach.” Paper presented to theAHE Annual Conference, London, July.——— 2013c. “The Real (Social?) Experience of Monetary Policy.” In Financial Crises and the Natureof Capitalist Money: Mutual Developments from the Work of Geoffrey Ingham, edited by G. Harcourt andJ. Pixley, 178–5. London: Palgrave Macmillan.Epstein, G. 2013. “Developmental Central Banking: Winning the Future by Updating a Page fromthe Past.” Review of Keynesian Economics 1 (3): 273–7.Frydman, R., and M. D. Goldberg. 2011. Beyond Mechanical Markets: Asset Price Swings, Risk, and theRole of the State. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press.Gabor, D. 2011. Central Banks and Financialization: A Romanian Account of How Eastern Europe BecameSub-prime. London: Palgrave Macmillan.Goodhart, C. A. E. 2011. “The Changing Role of Central Banks.” Financial History Review 18 (2):135–4.Goodhart, C. A. E., and D. Schoenmaker. 1995. “Should the Functions of Monetary Policy andBanking Supervision Be Separated?” Oxford Economic Papers 47 (4): 539–0.Haldane, A. G. 2012. “The Dog and the Frisbee.” Speech given at the Federal Reserve Bank ofKansas City’s 36th economic policy symposium, “The Changing Policy Landscape,” JacksonHole, WY, August 31.Heinsohn, G., and O. Steiger. 2006. “Interest and Money: The Property Explanation.” In AHandbook of Alternative Monetary Economics, edited by P. Arestis and M. Sawyer, 490–07.Cheltenham: Edward Elgar.Independent Commission on Banking. 2011. Report. London: House of Commons.Jackson, A., B. Dyson, and G. Hodgson. 2013. The Positive Money Proposal. London: Positive Money.King, M. 2009. Speech to Scottish business organisations, Edinburgh. Online: http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/publications/speeches/2009/speech406.pdf (accessed August 17, 2014).Kregel, J. 2009 “Background Considerations to a Regulation of the US Financial System.” LevyInstitute Working Paper, no. 557. Annandale-on-Hudson, NY: The Levy Economics Institute ofBard College.Mehrling, P. 2011. The New Lombard Street: How the Fed Became the Dealer of Last Resort. Princeton, NJ:Princeton University Press.Morgan, J. 2009. “The Limits of Central Bank Policy: Economic Crisis and the Challenge ofEffective Solutions.” Cambridge Journal of Economics 33: 581–08.Kotlikoff, L. J. 2010. Jimmy Stewart Is Dead: Ending the World’ Ongoing Financial Plague with LimitedPurpose Banking. New York: John Wiley.Minsky, H. 1986. Stabilizing an Unstable Economy. London: Yale University Press.Tymoigne, E. 2010. “Minsky and Economic Policy: ‘Keynesianism’ All Over Again.” In The ElgarCompanion to Hyman Minsky, edited by D. B. Papadimitriou and L. R. Wray, 47–3. Cheltenham:Edward Elgar.




